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Babysitting:

Look for P' can

edition m arks a new look for The Pacifican. Our
and headline types have been changed for more
reading, and our format and design
that of the Chicago Tribune and
Daily News for a modern look. We strongly
your comments on these and other Pacifican

follows

-----.

Mandatory Attendance Gets A Drubbing
•

·
Serving the UOP community since

Vol. 71 no. 13

Editor-in-Chief
applications for '81 �'82
available at P' can office

·
Deadline: March 15
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cademic Council re-affirms unification support

By Steve Johnson

Academic Council re
its support of a unified
for UOP during their Feb.
meeting in the Regents' Dining
the council did not state
"fie unified calendar it

proposal as the first of a package of
proposals that had been recommended by the Presid ent's Task Force On
Academic Programs.
The task force recommendation
ct"ted the need for a calendar that
would accomodate both nine and
eleven month schedules, but that
wo�ld le�ve off-campus learning
_
sattsfactonly mtegrat
ed into 1·t.

council, composed of 29
member
on the unified calendar

In re-affirming its prior support
for a unified calendar, the council
eschewed the results of a COP faculty

Staff Writer

In a 10-8 vote with two ab�ten

the

and one student

.. r·
I

? �

the present pharmacy claendar, r t e
,
COP calendar for that matter, satd
Spreer.

The Academic Council will meet again March 12 in the
Regents Dining Roo.m to offer final recommendations on the
unified calender to President McCaffrey for approval.
-rh
1' at
meeting is open to the public.
poll presented earlier in the meeting
bY COP Council Chairman Larry
Spreer. The res'l;llts of that poll indicated that approximately 901tfo of
COP faculty is presently against a
unified calendar at UOP.

Placing a distant second in the
po1 1 was a university-wide 4- 1 -4
calendar, similar to the one used by
COP.
But some of the faculty
respondents said that they were not
willing to force Winter Term on the
professional schools, just as they felt
a unified calendar was unnecessary
at COP.
The idea of a three week Winter

According to Spreer, five calendar choices were offered in the poll.
The overwhelming favorite was the
system presently used at the university.
' ' I don't see any need to change

Term at UOP did not fare well in the
poll. One of the faculty members
polled argued that if "Winter Term is
to be killed, it shouldn't die a
· death . "
r mgenng
the
Spreer,
to
According
majority of support for the 1 4-3- 1 4
proposal, that would also add 1 0
minutes t o present classes as well as
one week to the semesters, came from
the science departments. They felt
the additional time would "help
· facilitate problem-solving."

Student eludes
close- shave
with razor
·wielding
attacker
By Mary Peppers
Staff Wrlt�r

.. ..

.

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC, STOCKTQt\J
NEW ENGINEERING BUILDING

Photo: The Engineering Rock will be moved to a raised

sandy a rea.

Graphic: The new addition to the Scho ol of

Engineering.

Digging paves way for new Engineering building
By Mary Peppers
Staff Writer

Exploratory digging began
week near Baun Hall in
for the construction o f
o f Engineering
School
.
.
thes.
The purpose of the ex
was to locate un
water, power, and
"'t:rmn'"' utilities to be used in the
two-story building.
According to university ar-

ight

new
Abbott,
Len
chitect
artd
laboratories,
classrooms,
faculty offices will comprise the
addition , designed to encompass
1 1 ,300 square feet.
Actual construction will not
begin until May, since plans for the
new facility are still being drawn
Abbott hopes to have the
up.
buildin g completed by Dec. 1 98 1 ,
so it can be used for the spring,
1 982 semester .
Large-scale landscaping plarts
for the area around Baun Hall are
also being arranged . Changes will

include the removal of some
sycamore trees, the relocation of
the engineering rock, and the
blocking-off of Burcham Street,
site of the new building.
Abbott explained that the few
trees that will be removed to make
way for the new facility are dead or
dying anyway. The one live tulip
tree taken from the site was not
discarded, but replanted in another
section of campus.
The engineering rock will be
moved to a raised area near the
proposed addition, and surroun-

ded by sand. While the rock will
remain easily accessible to pain
ters, its sandy base is hoped to
remedy the recent problem of pain
being splashed on the surrounding
benches and concrete.
The entire block of Burcham
Street will eventually be "phased
out," said Abbott. During con
struction and after completion of
the project, the narrow street will
be closed to through-traffic.
Abbott estimates the con
struction costs tQ total nearly
$ 1 , 100,000 . But with additional

expenses of landscaping, architect
and engineering fees, soil tests,
permits, plus interior furnishings,
the total project cost is estimated
at $ 1 ,600 ,000 .
According to Director of
Finances Bob McMaster, the new
addition will be funded entirely
from donations. As of Jan. 3 1 ,
$668,000 had been received for the
facility's construction.
By the time it opens for use,
McMasters hopes to have received
enough pledges to cover the full
cost.

A UOP student narrowly missed
getting his throat slashed late Sunday
night while walking alone on the
Calaveras foot bridge.
According to Campus Police
Chief Norman Aske'", the student. a
resident of South/West Hall, was
crossing the bridge at approximately
10:30 p.m. when the suspect, a IS
year-old Hispanic male, approached
him.
first
allegedly
The suspect
walked past the student, than stopped
and turned around, drawing a
straight razor from his pocket. He
then jumped the student, held the
open razor to his throat, and
threatened to slit it .
In this posture, the student asked
the assailant the reason for the at
tack. The suspect reportedly spit in
the student's face and said he "didn't
like his looks ."
Just as the assailant drew back
the razor to strike, his intended victim
. ducked and ran. The student fled
back towards campus, his attacker in
hot pursuit, for a distance ap
proximating two blocks, according to
Askew.
He was able to reach the Depart
ment of Public Safety office, where
Sgt. Bob Taylor was alerted.
After taking the assailant's
description, Taylor found the suspect
in front of Jessie Ballantyne.
Upon being confronted by
Taylor, the suspect again drew his
razor and walked toward the officer,
waving the weapon and daring him to
take it.
Taylor then drew his gun and or
dered the youth to drop the weapon.
After a few tense moments of
waiting, the suspect complied artd
surrendered to the officer .
The youth was charged with
assault with a deadly weapon, bran
dishing a weapon, and trespassing on
private university grounds.
Askew noted that the suspect
appeared to be under the influence of
alcohol and narcotics.

.·

Drugs and the All-American collegiate: Part 2
by Debbie are common among drug
users. The sense of euphoria and a
release from scholastic pressures are
what they strive for.
AJlen, a UOP senior business
major, said, "I do so much studying
to get through my classes, taking
shrooms (mushrooms) is a wild way
to relax. I just kiclc back and watch
everything happening around me. "
Sue, on the other hartd, has
never tried any drug. "I don't see the
sense of it. Why can't people just en
joy each other's company rather than
taking drugs? ' '
"All the drugs seem to do is
make people less in touch with

Second of 2 parts. Names used
are completely ficticious
,
reality. ' '
At the University of the Pacific,
it is a rare person who will stand up
for himself and say "No" when drugs
"That's the funny
are offered.
thing," Sue continued, "everyone is
always willing to share whatever they
have with anyone. It almost seems
like they j ust want to be accepted by
their friends by providing drugs . ' '

The Stockton Drug Abuse Cen
ter deals with actual drug cases and
questiom. They distribute pamphlets
to anyone and members of their staff
talk to groups.
"Our main goal is to make the
ind ividual aware of the dangers of
drug use; not enough people seem to
understand," said one Drug Center

worker.
. "The hardest thing is each in
dividual has to make their own
choices about whether or not to try
drugs, and then whether to continue
their use . "

�

Several studies have been done
on the effects of various drugs,
primarily marijuana, on students'
abilities to perform scholastically.
Roswell D. Johnson wrote in a recent
article for the Rhode Island Medical
Journal that "the use of drugs will
impair the college student 's ability to
meet the requirements of academic
life . "

Students themselves often feel
the effects of continued drug use.
' 'Getting high before I studied
made me understand things better, I
think," said Debbie, "but sometimes
I find I'm at a loss when I ' m not high,
so I j ust get high again before the test
or whatever I studied for . ' '
Although students feel like they
are absorbing more, they actuaJly ab
sorb less.
The future of drug control
doesn't loolc too favorable, according
to mother of a one-time drug user.

(See DRUGS, page 4l
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EDITORIAL
Mandatory attendance makes
daycare center of UOP
Is UOP a daycare center?
Are the students here capable of running
their own lives?
Or can they make intelligent decisions
directing the course of their futures?
The last two questions seem easy enough to

answer with a simple "yes.''
The first remains a mystery.
It seems that many professors at this
university require mandatory class attendance
from their students. That is, the student must
participate in every session of every scheduled
class or face a lowered grade. Of course, some
professors provide that a student may miss a
session or two with prior consultation.
However, the principle is the same: stu
to attend classes they may
dents are
not wish to, regardless of performance on tests,

required

papers, etc.
In some cases, as much as 250lo of a stu
dent's grade is determined by the presence of his
warm body in a chair from l-2 p.m., Monday
through Thursday.
Does this reek of high school? It does. At
an institution of higher learning, such require
ments are almost laughable. Considering the
cost involved for this babysitting, however,
required attendance loses its humor.
A student pays over $8000 for the privilege
of attending this university. Students at the
University of California get off with much less
than that. Yet they are not required to attend
classes.

The professor leaves that decision to the
student who, as here, is a legal adult, sup
posedly capable of deciding for himself if he
can learn more in or outside the classroom.
There, if a student achieves a B + average by at
tending every session, he gets it. If he earns the
same grade and never makes a day, he still
receives it.
The power of the student's brain is tested,
not his ability to sit in a chair for an hour and
contribute to class discussion.
And all in all, the UC student seems to get
a better education.
The philosopher Ayn Rand noted that
freedom of choice is the cornerstone to the
development of human abilities. This belief
seems to function at the heart of the UC
system-the student is free to choose how often
his attendance is needed in a particular class to
The professor
achieve success (or failure).
doesn't make that choice for him.
A similar system needs to be devised here.
"Academic freedom" doesn't just mean the
ability to teach or learn all ide!is. It also gives
one the choice of the method of learning. Al
lowing students the freedom to attend or not at
tend gives them the chance to exercise that
freedom more fully.
It boils down to this:
Daycare students are told what to do.
University students should have another
option.

What ASUOP' s
One in command of a
A true leader.
A com
situation, a motivator of others.
t and
commitmen
Patton's
General
bination of
sensitivity
Lincoln's
aggressiveness, Abraham
and level-headedness, and Roger Staubach's
tenacity and cool.
When students go to the polls March 3 & 4
to vote for 1981-'82's ASUOP President, Vice
President and Pacifican Publication Board
Representatives, none of the above names, of
course, will be on the ballot. However, the
people chosen by the student body to represent
its interests must embody the leadership traits
exhibited by the above men.
It would be nearly impossible to find this
ideal leader among UOP's students, but the
electorate in the past has shown that, with
careful consideration, a person approaching
these pinnacles can be chosen.
Martin Burt, ASUOP's 1979-'80 President,
is a prime example. Burt's administration was a

•
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'I just flunked my nine o'clock class!'
.,.

I

leader needs

success due to the tempered frre and
egalitarianism he presented as the student
body's chief executive. Burt, in short, was the
epitome of a strong, wise leader.
Unafraid of causing change, Burt demon
strated an innovative mind by devising a more
efficient and representative ASUOP legislative
body. Despite repeated setbacks, Burt pushed
his concept of a board-of-supervisors-style
government through brick wall opposition from
special interest groups, eventually replacing the
obsolete Senate. His conviction and sheer drive
resulted in the establishment of the Board of
Supervisors, the present representative of the
student body.
Coupled with this aggressiveness and con
viction must be a display of sensitivity and
calm. The ASUOP President must be able to
listen to advice, then sort it out and use it
correctly. It is essential he have a good rapport
with his staff, creating a family yet business-like

atmosphere in the office, conducive to both his
workers and ASUOP productivity.
Burt carried out this kind of plan in office,
thereby earning not only the respect of his co
work�rs, but that of the entire university com
munity as well.
� He was a leader to be looked up to, not an
imperical figurehead. Being able to differen
tiate between these two qualities helped Burt to
run things smoothly without allowing the egos
in his office to clash. In this way, he accom
plished most of the goals he was striving for.
His goals were certainly large, like tran
sforming ASUOP into a labor-union-style
organization to more forcefully voice its
opinions to the boss, our beloved ad
ministration. Yet he never buckled under the
pressure; he actually sought out and thrived on
it. Throughout it all, he kept his poise intact
and stabilized everyone else. He led by exam
ple, nearly always finding solutions to very dif-

to

L

succee

ficult prob lems .
Hard work. Motivatio n.
provemen t. Intelligen ce. Sensitivity.
tial factors in a strong leader. Yet the key
fective leadership in student gov�rn
sadly lacking in today's admi
leader with a vision of how student
can be tightly organized and utilized to
fist, not just a voice. for its constituents.
Martin Burt had all of these
that's why he was successful. These
qualities the electorate should look
picking its new ASUOP officers. These
qualities the Pacifican will use in its
endorsemen ts next week.

A motivator in command of the 311UII·IWnC1
tough under pressure, aggressive but
man easy to get along with and a man
respect.
A true leader.

Letters to the Editor
Jazz Director mourns Lennon's

Dear Editor:
The death of a prolific and
popular artist always seems to be
tragic in nature, let alone when that
artist faces death in his younger years
in a violent manner.
Since the death of John Lennon,
the world has read and heard of new
discussions of social upheaval in
America, a need for strict gun control
laws, and sadness in the thought that
now the Beatles will never reunite.
But ,because of the death of John

Lennon, I feel compelled to speak on
the life of John Lennon, and the
pleasure he brought to a vast number
of people.

You see, I feel that John Lennon
could just possibly be the most in
fluential musician in the history of
music. This is not to say that Lennon
was the pinnacle of greatness as a
guitarist, composer, or lyricist; but
simply stating that he was tremen
influential
dously
musically,

death;

calls

sociologically, and politically.
This statement is mainly based
upon the fact that the advent of
television and the media in general
could now, like never before, present
a point of view to the minds of the
world instantly and very influentially.
Since John Lennon was the
lyricist with the Beatles, he became
Their
the voice of the Beatles.
message and their music was tran
smitted to a world that was
vulnerable to change.

Editorial on rude fans showed student bias

Editor:
The editorial on Feb. 13 showed
the typical student bias that usually
accompanies this paper.
The incident during the Fuller
ton/UOP game was not an incidence
of an overzealous fan "vociferously
encouraging the players, obstructing
the view of a fan behind him."
As I was sitting behind the mess I
did see what happened.
What happened was that some

jerk was frantically waving his arms
in order to distract the opposing
player during a free throw. As he was
directly behind the glass boards he
was in good position to do this.
This is home court advantage to
the hilt when fans display unsports
manship in the stands.
After he was instructed to sit and
another fan, he
be quiet by
proceeded to verbally abuse him. The
reaction of the security was justified

whereas the reaction of a certain
fraternity was not. They displayed
publicly a level of immaturity that
ranked close to a two year old.
Therefore I feel the reactions of
security were justified in this case
and I applaud the actions of the m
who stood up for fair play and sports
manship.

primarily for students, you presented
no new information, although it was
a good laugh for the drug users and a
painful reminder for those students
opposed to the use of drugs.
What should be of greater con
cern than the article's negligible effect
on UOP students is the reaction it
could bring about in outsiders who
may not be as tolerant of or as
familiar with the social situations and
realities at college campuses. For in
stance, I wouldn•t be surprised if

Consciously or unconsciously,
everyone
indirectly,
or
directly
became influenced in some manner
by the Beatles. They became radical
in their approach to life, yet sincere in
their presentation of it.
the
speaking,
Sociologically
Beatles altered the physical appearan
ce of a new generation of young
people;
brought
about
a
new
awareness of drug usage that had
been existant for decades, yet lacked
public attention; popularized a need
for peace of mind and meditation;
and lectured the world on a need for
peace.

influ en tial ·musician' e

·

Ross A. Domke
Student

your article results in increased drug
crackdowns on campus in the n ear
future and increased antagonism by
people on both sides of the issue.
.
Drugs are available and used
almost everywhere, both on campu s
and off, and I feel your article over
emphasized their role at UOP in par
_
ticular.
Paul Rey
P.S. You also failed to report on the
good white blotter LSD mak ing the
rounds.

really w�ted to see, that one'
s per
_
sonality
as foun d within one' s soul
and no� one' s appe aran ce.
Ha� need for soci al reform
was
revo lutiOnary , yet his demons
tration
.
of.tt w� P<l;Ssive . Thi s was
especially
.
evadent an his musac
.
In 1964-1965, when com
pos ers
�ote " ...moon rive r,
wider then a
mile . . . '' and " . . . h e11o
.
dolly , it's so
ruce to have you bac
k where you
belong..•" John Lennon
wrote "
ture y�urself in a boa
t on a river
•
�germe
trees
and
ma rm at ad e
skies .. " and " . . .
Eleanor Ri b
:
�eanng the face that she kee
ps n
Jar by the door who
is it for · ''
'
bviously he was ver
.
y i r os p c tlve m his thoughts
and lyri
very lucid in the w
ay he
fu

!t�
·

In a time when people judged the
personality of an individual by means
of a beard, bell-bottoms, and beads.
John Lennon showed the people that

�

�

Drug story unnecessary, needed acid coverage

Editor:
In response to your front page
article last week concerning drug use
at UOP I must say that although the
story was probably accurate enough,
it was completely unnecessary to
spotlight the matter in the way you
.
did.
I'm sure that most of UOP's
student body was already aware of
the extent of drug use on campus
before your article.
Therefore, being a newspape1

him

�t

Patrick McDowell
Editor-in-Chief

The Paclficen is published
on Fridays on • weekly basis by'
stud_e_nts of the University of the
Pac1f1c, except during vecetion
periods.
Comments
from
Paclficsn readers are welcom
e.
Gu est colu"!n� and letters to the
.
edit
or are l1m1ted to· 250 words
and should be submitted
in
typed forn:'. by 5 p.m. Mond ,
ay
to the Pllciflcan, 3rd floor, Nort
h
Hell. Editorial comment
on cam.
pus 1ssua reflects the view
s of
the Pllclfican editorilll bOIIrd.
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�
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Our Policy

Riverboa

conveyed hi s feelings.
was a master in the art of
paved the way for new
techniques (evident in Sgr.
and Magical Mystery
very new and personal
tem porary music.
I
John
thank
enabling me to ..n,ll'rsuu"'
preciate a form and a
that was p revious ly nnnl�
classical background.
" ... you may say I'm a
but I'm not the only one
I hope someday you will
and the world will live as
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DATELINE
UNITED WAY VICTORY RUN

SID EMOTES

On your mark, get set, get
. . . GO!! U ted Way .or San
y
ad
re
Joaquin County ts Sponsonng the
First Annual Victory Run to com
memorate a third consecutive year
passing the million dollar campaign
mark. The 6.2 mile (10 Kilometers)
Victory Ran will be held at Victory
park on Pershing Ave.
Sunday,
February 22, 1981 at 12: 00 noon.
The run is open to all San Joaquin
cou nty joggers, whether you are a
professional, amature or spectator.
All are invited to attend and enjoy a
run for victory. The course will start
at Victory Park heading west onto
smith's Canal levee to Louis Park
where the turn-around point is
located and will proceed back on the
same c ourse to the finish.
This year's race coordinator is
S he rron Hoffman of Sundance Run
ning Club.
Hoffman is an active
Volunteer in organizing j og-a-thons
for local organizations, in need of
advice and staff assistance. With the
help of Sundance Running Club she
·
will play an important part in coordinating the event by assisting
United Way with the necessary mani power to mark the course, set up
: registration, finish line, and first aid
locations.
Francisco
T-Shirts
of
San
Stockton will provide the official Vic
' tory Run T-Shirts to the first 3 00
finis hers in each age group, both male
and female categories.
Pre-registration forms can be
picked up at Y . M . C.A. in Stockton,
: Sport Shoe Sity, Fleet Feet in
Stockton and Lodi, Tracy Press,
Ripon Record, Oshman's Sporting
Goods, and Athletic Supply. Race
1 day registration will begin at 10: 30-

�

DRABBLE

11:45 A . M . before the run.
For Further information call
United Way at 943-0481.
United Way of San Joaqin
County supports 32 human care
agencies providing a broad range of
services to the youth, elderly, han
dicapped and the family.

An exhibition of etchings and
lithographs by Betty LaDuke, a
professor of art at Southern Oregon
State College in Ashlan d, is on view
thrqugh March 6 at University of the
Pacific.
The exhibition in the University
Center Gallery is sponsored by the
UOP Art Department . Included will
be a reception at 1:15 p . m . on
Tuesday (February 24) at the gallery,
followed by a 2 p . m . slide-lecture in
the Reynolds Gallery. Hours for the
exhibition are 9 a . m . to 5 p.m. on
weekdays.
.
The show features 24 works that
cover LaDuke's impressions of the
cultures and people of the third
world. The work draws on her ex
perience from visits to Guatemala,
Mexico, China, India, Thailand, In
donesia and New Guinea.

I

RAlHSKELLER. ENIERTAINMENr

:
I

There's Entertainment at the
Rat!! l The Rathskeller with UCPC
Presents: "Poetic Justis" a Folk and
Mellow Rock group on Wednesday,
Feb. 25th between 8-10 p.m., and
"Gangster" a Blues and Rock band
on W ednesda�, March 4th between 810 p.m. All are welcome. Entrance is
free to both performances.

*For
example,
among
the
languages in demand are: Afro-Asian
languages (Arabic, Bantu, Farsi,
Hindi, Nepali, Punjabi, Swahili,
Temil, Turkish and Urdu}, Southeast
Asian languages (Bahasa Malaysia,
Burmese, Filipino dialects, Kampu
chean, Korean, Lao, Thai, and Viet
namese), and Chinese (Cantonese,
Mandarin, and Shanghanese). But
these are not the only ones. Any
language that is not readily available
can be critical in an emergency.
Please help.

Riverboat Dance planned as fund raiser
By Peggy Meriwether
St•JtWritu

I n an�ffor1.to raise money for
the library in the capital campaign
For A Greater Pacific, a dinner dance

both well drinks and beer.
The party will run from 8-11
p.m.
din175
Approximately
nerIdance tickets will be available for
sale to the students, faculty, and ad
ministrators. The cost is $25 . 00 per
non-student, and $20.00 per student.
In addition, 150 dance tickets
will be offered for sale at the cost of
$10.00 These people will be invited to
attend the party without having din
ner.
Though dance tickets can be
bought at the door, dinner tickets
must be paid for in advance. Tickets

I J�1' �£AL.t%tU 1'ttA'T I
lAlOR£ 1'..1 S SAM� �SS
�t LA�1' 1'tM£ WE: �tol1"
001't �---

EMERGENCY LANGUAGE
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
A 90-year-old Pakistani man had
an accident and was called into traffic
court-a Filipino woman found her
self in a hospital-an elderly Chin ese
man was assaulted and severely
beaten in downtown Stockton. But
when someone tried to help these
people, they found that they could
not communicate with them.
Emergencies sucb as this require
assistance that the police and
hospitals sometimes cannot provide.
That's why we are compiling a new
list of Emergency Language Assist
ance Volunteers for 1981. We need
more people to join this program and
help out in the situations like the ones
above. There is little time commit
ment. We simply add your name to a
list of people who can be reached in
case of an emergency that needs skill
in a language other than Eng1ish. So,
if you speak any unusual• languages
and would like to help, please contact
the Office of International Services in
WPC 110 or call 946-2246.

will be available in a variety of places
on campus, including the electronics
store, wh re they n be c ar
The semi-formal dinner/dance
was designed to appeal to a wide
variety of people in hope it will draw
students, faculty, and administrators.
Each ticket buyer will receive a but
ton reading "I'm Booked for
Moore's" to generate enthusiasm
throughout campus.
Appropriate recognition for the
President's Council's gift will be
decided on by Hiram Davis, head of
the library, and the office in charge of
the Campaign For A Greater Pacific.

by Kevin Fagan
I 45U:f''f" �
fKI� <Qhf{f tJ
�1(,"1'.

California Mission Tour planned for April
California was one of the
most isloated and remote
regions of the world at the time
of its settlement after 1769. It
was far from Western Europe
and far from eastern Asia, and
the settled states of the world at
that time found it most dif
ficult to know how to colonize
the land.
Spain devised the
mission-presidio-pueblo system
to
bring
together
Indian
peoples with Spanish subjects
to settle and hopefully improve

·

man's use of this land.
The 34th Annual Mission
Tour group from UOP will
travel to 23 Spanish missions
and sub-missions from April 11
to 18. There is no better way to
learn about these missions than
to actually visit each one, one
after the other, during an 8-day
trip along a beautiful stretch of
the State of California.
Enroute the group visits the
pres.idios and pueblos that
foreign students, and interested

peole not enrolled here. Par
ticipants can request 2 or 4
units of credit in History 175,
California Missions, 1769-1823
(2 u.( and History 191, In
dependent Study (2 u.), with no
added tuition up to a total of 1
units in the Sr•r;
Request r
History o.
Hall (tel.:
vations m
February 2'

Quad Dining Hall Patio faces possible (
A gift of $250,000 for the
development of an International Cen
ter on UOPs Stockton campus was
recently made by Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen D. Bechtel, Sr. , and Mr. and
Mrs. Paul L. Davies, Jr.
The Bechtel International Cen
ter, as it was named by the Board of
Regents, will consist of controversial
additions and renovations to the
Callison Lodge.
The center's function will be to
combine the International Studies
Program and the Department of In

noted that the center would serve as a
study and recreational area for
students, as well as a meeting place
where members of the university
community could meet students from
the 60 countries of the world
represented at UOP.
Nonetheless, Auxiliary Services
Director Paul Fairbrook is opposed
to the possible usage of the foyer in
the Quad Dining Hall area, as "the

!e[nati nal Services.
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locations in downtown and North Stockton.
Confidential, open to all. Call

Still in the planning stages, no
date has been set for the center's
completion.

·uL Is Interviewing

'International Services Director
Ann Helm said the center would
"provide a focus for international ac
tivities on campus. "
President Stanley McCaffrey

One location in Tracy.

Quad needs every inch of space it now
has . "
Fairbrook has submitted an
alternate suggestion that would utilize
the space between Jessie Ballantyne
and the Quad as the site of the
proposed addition.

466-2081 for

MERCEDES BENZ-1969 280SL Roadster.
Rebuilt engine,

new transmission.
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driving at excessive speed. He is free
on $5,000 bail.
Vierra has claimed the cruise
control on his car had been defective
for four months. He said he tried to
step on the accelerator several times
to make it release but was unsuc
cessful.
Traffic accident investigators
said centrifugal skid mark tests made
at the scene indicate Vierra's car was
traveling at 9 1 . 5 mph when it jumped
the curb on Quail Lakes Drive at
Grizzly Hollow and struck the
women.
Police said alcohol tests given
Vierra after the accident registered
. 1 4 and . 1 5 percent . A person with a
reading of . 10 is considered legally in
toxicated .
Last October Vierra's driving
license was reinstated after a year's
suspension for being a 'negligent

Staff Writer

Two Stockton teachers were
killed and a third injured, when a car
traveling in excess of 90mph jumped
the curb and struck them as they
jogged on the sidewalk along Quail
Lakes Drive last Friday afternoon.
The vehicle killed Cathy Hale,
29, and Denise Cook, 28, both
teachers at Mable Barron Elementary
School . The third member of the
jogging party, Patricia Kristen, 26,
also a Mable Barron teacher, received
only minor injuries . She escaped the
car by jumping up on to a grassy
knoll near the sidewalk where the
three were running.
Police have charged William
Raymond Vierra, the 1 8-year old
driver of the vehicle, with two felony
charges of vehicular manslaughter,
drunken driving with injury and

wben they saw the car commg towara
them she said they had about three
seconds after they _saw it. 'Thank
God, we did�'t have much time to
thin k, ' she wd .
Robert Riefe, another Mable
teacher who usually ran with
on
Barr
the accident victims and Kristen, said
the death of the two teachers was a
stun ning blow to the 1 9-member
teaching staff. 'This staff is a family
unit, ' he said, ' It's really like the Joss
of a family member. Everyone is

operator' officials said.
He had
charges of three speeding tickets, a
ticket for running a stop sign and a
ticket for impeding traffic.
Vierra's wife Pamela, who was
also in the car, told police that they
had stopped at the Doce Inn on Char
ter Way and had some beers. She
said she had one and Vierra had three
or four.
The State Alcoholic
Beverage Control is investigating,
trying to determine who served
Vierra, a minor, alcohol.
Patricia Kristen, the surviving
member of the jogging party, retur
ned Tuesday morning to teach her fif
th and sixth grade classes. She said
she came back because 'I knew my
students were concerned and upset.
I'm in the same position 'as everyone
else. '
Kristen said the three were
nearing the end of their five-mile run

dent student union by midnight
Monday.
Early Tuesday, student leaders
claimed strike action had already
begun in the capital city, Warsaw,
and also in seven other Polish cities.
Higher Education Minister Janusz
Gorsfi claimed agreements had been
made in Lodz concerning the election
of university officials and "on mat
ters of science, teaching and inter
organizational questions. " Progress
had not been made, however, on the
subject of the strike, a statute for the
students' union.

Staff Writer

Tension in Poland continued
early this week as more student
strikes errupted and the protest in
Lodz, at Poland's second largest
university, neared its one month
mark .
Leaders of the 4000 to 6000
strong striking student body warned
that all colleges and universities
would suffer walk-outs if the gover
nment had not enacted their indepen-
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Re a g a n p l e d g es fo u r p o i nt p l a n
fo r ec on o m y i n n a t i o n a l s p ee ch
By Rick Torgerson
Staff Writer

U n i ve rs ity st ri kes th reate n Po l a n d
Compiled By Rick Torgerson
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Further union dispute in Polanl.
between government officials and
Polish farmers went to the Supreme
Court last week, where an indepen
dent trade union was ruled out.
Stating that the case was out of its
jurisdiction because the farmers work
on their own private land, the court
did say farmers would be allowed to
form an association.
Reaction to the decision was not
clear, though farmers had spoken of
a boycott if their demands were not
met.

In an address to the nation Wed
nesday, President Ronald Reagan
announced a four-point plan to
reduce individual taxes as much as
300fo in the next three years.
The President's plan emphasizes
the need to reduce government spen
ding, reduce taxes, decrease federal
regulations, and stabilize the nation's
monetary situation.
These four areas of concern are
aimed at controlling inflation and
creating 1 3 million new jobs.
The president emphasized the
need to act on the problems of today
by saying, "If we don't do this, in
flation and a growing tax burden will
put an end to everything we believe in
and to our dreams for the future . ' '

by saying that he hoped this
not be a proj ect with in just
min istra tion , but that the
him in m akin g it "ou r plan. "
I n reacti on to Reagan's
sertio r Dem ocra t on the
Fina nce Com mitte e, Lloyd
( D . , Tex .), claiined , " L�:ki�ll'll
coun try into a 30'7o tax
three-year perio d will
stim ulat e cons ump tion
and "tha t will spur in
Dem ocra tic
Jame s R. Jones added mc"v'""••
relief "shoul d be targeted
towar d savin gs and
produ ctive assets . ' '
Leadin g Democrats,
""'"n.,.J
general
expre ssed
Reagan 's proposa ls, but
individual c; was too genero us
even inflatio nary .
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He added that ther e will con tinu
and
s,
ease
incr
g
Livin
of
cost
to be
assured Ame rica that those who are
truly disabled or unab le to work will
not suffer by his economic plan .
Though decreased gove rnme nt
is high on the lis� of
ding
spen
econo mic recov ery, the pres1d ent
stated it is his duty to rec�m mend
substantial increases in defense spen
ding and added , "since 1 970, the
3oviet Union has invested $300
billion more in its militar y forces than
we have."

�

The president closed his speech
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By Kathleen Bacchini
Staff Writer

Good taste .
No two people would define that
phrase alike. So what If you must ap
peal to the separate tastes of 4,000

students ?
That's what ASUOP's new
Social Director Eric Swenson encoun
ters in his new job by coordinating all
entertainment activities, includjng
plays,
concerts,
speakers,
etc.,
hoping to involve Lhe entire student
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body.
"The hardest thing I found out
about this job is trying to determine
what students' tastes are and what
they would like to see on campus,"
said Swenson. "You cant go out and
talk to 4,000 students. You just hope
they contact you . ' '
Swenson was hired in December
1 980, after Greg Spencer, a one-and
a-half year veteran of the job,
resigned bci:ause of "important en
deavors he wished to pursue. " He en
tered the office of Social Director
Jan. 1 5 .
A freshman, Swenson made a
decision to apply for the directorship
after serving as Casa Werner's
representative on the ASUOP Board
of Supervisors.
Swenson plans to make major
changes in the present entertainment
program. He noted that last semester,
as in the past, there seemed 'to be an
over-abundance of jazz concerts on
the UOP entertainment curriculum.
He is now trying to change all that,
with a switch to rock n' roll, pop,
folk and country music concerts,
possibly adding a few big name enter
tainers to the agenda.
Swenson points out that getting
big names means shelling out big
money, something his budget just

doesn't have. "Our budget recieves
$30,000 a year, which is only 1 / 10 of
the ASUOP budget as a whole.
People who think that's a lot of
money for this department are full of
baloney," he said.
" It's not much when you have to
pay for equipment, security, travel,
for every program that comes to
UOP. It's also not much when you
consider a good rock n' roll band will
cost you $ 10,000 or a big name like
Dionne Warwick which cost s about
$20,000. "
According to Swenson, i t i s con
ceivable to obtain big names like
Dionne Warwick if he wished to pass
on some of the costs to the students.
"With a big name like that we'd
probably have to charge $9 to $ 1 6 a
student, which I don't want to see,"
he said, adding, "the most we've ever
charged a student for any show is
$3.50."
"I don't feel it's fair that studen
ts should have to pay all over again,
considering the money they have
already put out for ASUOP, he ex
plained.
Working with 400foof the budget
leftover from Spencer's expenditures,
Swenson has recently brought to
UOP, "The Duck's Breath Mystery .
Theatre," a comedy, mystery and

A $1,500 reason
to join
the Army Reserve.

�------�

�------�

singing troupe which
received its start at UOP.

D
Un "

originally

Duck's Breath appeared before a
large, receptive crowd in the Long
Theatre last Friday night.
Tentatively, Swenson has pop
folk singer Kelly . Garrett scheduled
to appear in the Conservatory o f
Music May 3 .

ORIGINS
Creation has caused a
many to wonder , some ay
God , others by e v ol u ti o n , bll
you see how both might be true!
Or what if neither appUes?
Wou ld life end?

Despite the costs, Swenson
professes his goal as the new social
director will be to appeal to the tastes
o the students and preferably bring a
b1g rock 'n roll band to UOP before
he leaves office.
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(from page I )

" Drugs seem s o easy for childr en to
get nowadays, " she said.
"It also seems to them as the ac
cepted thing that the 'in • kids do.
H o� can !hey ever mak e the right
.
dec1� 1on w1th the stuff so easil y
ac
cessible?"
The mother is correct in
her
statem�nt that drugs are easi er
to get.
And wit h t e possible legaliza
tion of
..
manJuana It could mak e
its use tha t
muc h mor e prevalent .

�

�

Many of t e frequent dru
g use rs
.
at the
ruverslty of the Pac ific
feel
they '_Vlll probably sto
p usi ng dru gs
s?me tim e. But none
of tho se int er
VIew�? oul d sta te exa
ctly wh en.
�
All
I ll stop when I gr<t
duate ,
e ? said, " probably
because it
won t be so easy to get
. Bu t I have to

:t-J

•

admit I do enjoy it, and it
seem to hurt my studi es. "
Of the frequent drug users
.
VIew ed, the majority
average to high grade point
were sociall y active ' and had
family ties .
So what is the stereotype
drug user toda y? A large
seem to be
peo ple, stri ving to
tere sted in wor ld affai rs.
the lead ers of tom orrow.
Bob will graduate
Univ e rsity o f the Pacific
1 982 , with a degree in
pos sibl y on the Dean's
to one day own his own
beco me a crim inal lawyer.
Ironic?
Yes, but with the nri!·�B.JCI"!!l
drug use at campuses today,
be the n orm .
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Flash back
�

LSD, the Dea th of Go d, Studen t
Revo lu t ion . . . o n UOP. campus ?
B y Julie L y ons

ch service.
I believe it should be
designed to stir up the student--to
arouse him--to make him uncomfor
table and dissatisfied with the world
about him. I f this is not done, we
perpetuate the status quo and thus
there is no progress . "
A great deal o f controversy was
created by these new chapels,
especially by the appearance of Dr.
Timothy Leary. Leary came to UOP
when contacted by Meredith, after his
dismissal from Harvard for ad
vocating hallucinatory drug ex
periments. During the chapel, Leary
discussed his League for Spiritual
Discovery (LSD) and the religious
demand of conscientious expansion.
According to Dr. Meredith,
great fear was instilled in the com
munity by Leary's appearance. Let
ters appeared in the Stockton Record
every day for a month. At one point,
the Methodist churches of the San
Joaquin Valley wanted to have
Meredith dismissed.
Another controvt:rsial chapel
was one in which the Death of Goc
was celebrated with the reading of a
!: mock obituary. The celebration was
said to mark "the death of all things
i worshipped in the past and a sub
:i t sequent devotion to a God of new
understanding. "
Other chapel speakers included
Angela Davis, speaking on new
the chapels. The new focus of the
Tom
conscienceness,
political
services, organized by Chaplain Larry
Hayden
advocating
student
Meredith, was meant to "expose
revolution and internationally k nown
students to the full spectrum of
poet, Lawrence Ferlinghetti . A four
part series dealing with the senses of
religious appreciation. "
Now a C . O . P . Religious Studies
sight, sound, smell and touch was
also held, as well as a presentation of
professor, Dr. Meredith was brought
to UOP by President Robert Burns, the Gospel through the " Peanuts"
comic strip, which included creator
who wanted to make the traditional
Charles Schultz.
chapels more relevant to the college
Dr. Meredith was in charge of
student of the 60's.
planning 40 chapels a year with a
In a 1 967 Pacific Review article,
total budget of $ 1 ,900 . Many guest
President Burns wrote: ' ' The college
speakers appeared free of charge, in
dlapel is conceivably different from
trigued with the idea of speaking in a
the traditional Sunday morning chur-

L S D (the 1 ea�u : for Spiritual
eath ot Uod, New
Discove ry), the
ss,
encene
Student
Consc1
l
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Today, it would be hard to
these topics b�in� di �cuss�d
ag
im ine
on the calm , conservative Umvers1ty
of the Pacific campus. Even more
diffic ult to imagine, however, is the
resentation of these topics in the
tudent worship services held weekly
in Morris Chapel until 1 970. In the
late 60's these and other contr�>Versial
topics were often the subJeCt of
.
UOP 's weekly "chapel "
Well-k nown figures of that
decade , including Timothy Leary .
Angela Dav is and Tom Hayden, ap
peared as guest speakers at many of

J?
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religious capacity. Timothy Leary,
for instance, who usually receives a
large salary for speaking, came to
UOP at his own expense.
�
The chapels, viewed by Dr o
Meredith as "a variety of approches
to the enrichment and delineation of
the possibilities of humanness, " were
discontinued after the death of
President Burns in 1 970.

·j

The Emplo yment Game

�

No w, pick
an occupation
By Cheryl Darby

Once the first step of self-identification has been completed, it is
vital to identify an occupation for yourself. A number of things must be
considered: Will it cramp your style? Are you right for the job? Do you
know enough about yourself to predict success of failure? Can you
define where you're going?
A wise step in properly preparing yourself in occupation exploration
is to take a vocational test. Through a scientifically developed process,
the test will measure your adaptability to a particular career. This can be
taken through a service which links offices to the Career Placement Cen
ter on campus. It will aid one in identifying his likes, dislikes, skills, and
·
values . Bill McGregor, Director of the Placement Center, describes it as
"a sparkplug in getting one pointed in the right direction . "
Deciding on a degree is equally important in determining which oc
cupation to pursue. In this decision, you must realize your campatibility
with the financial world and the environment the occupation offers. Are
you happy with the academic route this occupation requires? Is it more
than you can handle? What are your chances beyond a bachelor's
degree? Building up flexibility will justify the course you wish to take.
There are two steps that can assist you in the process of starting this
identification. The first is to become familiar with the fields related to
your particular occupational interest. This can be accomplished by
reading through resources which can be found in a library, placement

Do wn Sta irs in the ·
Un ive rs ity Book Store
Lower Level University Center

center, etc.
By doing this, you'll expand your . knowledge in the
surrounding areas of your interest.
For example, a geology major would be wise in acquainting himself
with the duties of a geophysicist, a petroleum engineer and a miner, since
they are all closely related and pertain to each other.
The second step in justifying the proper preparation is to dear with
others who have successfully reached their goal in the occupation you
wish to pursue. "Nothing can equal dealing with those who have at
tained their goals,'' said McGregor.
Reality is truth and it could
make a world of difference in such an important dicision.
By identifying your directions through a process of trial and error, it
will nourish and enable one to pursue and successfully achieve the right
career in life.
Following is a list of interviews which will be administered on the
UOP campus by representatives of a variety of companies and schools.
Interviews are scheduled through the week of Feb. 20-27. For more in
formation, contact the Career Placement Center immediately .
Date

Major
A cct.
A
A
B, Econ.
EE, CE
EE, CS
EE, CE, CS
Engr.
B, LA
CE
Engr.

20
20
23
23
24
24
25
25
26
26
27

Employer/School
Price Waterhouse
Burroughs Wel/come
United California Bank
Kidder, Peabody, & Co.
Chevron Companies
Chevron Companies
Western Electric
Kaiser Engineers
Joseph Magnin
Cal Trans
Underwriters

Major Key
EE Electrical Engineering
CE Civil Engineering
CS Computer Science
B Business

Acct. A ccountant
A A I/ Majors
Engr. Engineer
LA Liberal Arts

•

Upsta irs in the
E lectro nic Store
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Try- natural style
restau ra nts for
.
so meth ing new
By Ted Gibbings and Jeff

Levi

Dinner Revi�ers

Stockton is really coming along
these days as more and more people
begin to find the better places to eat
in town.
As a "Welcome Back
Pacifican" gift to you, we offer
reviews of two really refreshing
restaurants. Both offer fine, natural
"style" foods (not organic) and an
atmosphere to match.
The Peddlers Pantry, which is
located next to Frys in Venetian
Square is a must for that easy lunch
' when fast food won't do. The un
finished wood decor and early 20's
bric-a-brac provide a comfortable at
mosphere and really goes along with
the style of food. Their selection of
sandwiches is limited but the ones
that are offered are superb . Your
best bet is the "peddler, " an ample
sandwich consisting of sliced roast
beef, mushrooms, lettuce, tomato,
your choice of swiss, Jack or cheddar .
cheese (We suggest the swiss) all ser
ved on a French roll. Upon request
they will grill it for you-by all means
let them ! ! Other sandwiches include

�
?
�

the tailor, which has turkey , avocado
The cobbler is must for
ham and cheese lovers, there is a lot
of ham.
Another interesting concoction
unique to the pantry is the "sailor. "
For $4.95 they pile hot crab o n a
French roll and grill it with cheese.
The other sandwiches (including the
' 'Gardner"-dubbed a vegetarian
delight) run from $3.50 - $ 3 . 7 5 . They
are served with a miniscule portion of
lightly garlic flavored potato slices
and an even smaller-almost non
vinaigrette
of
existent-portion
salad. They will gladly add one of
their delicious fresh soups or a real
portion of salad to your order for a
mere 85¢ .
·

!oa.

l

The Peddlers Pantry - next to
sandwiches

will enjoy the
The quiches
are large and inexpensive. $2.85 buys
you Quiche Lorraine-(pastry filled
with ham, swiss cheese and scallions).
Their quiche of the day ·selection
ranges anywhere from crab to
vegetable-definitely give them a try.
The Pantry_ also offers crepes,
salads and desserts to really excitP

I
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credible �hrinking Woman.

l'i

The ln
�mall 111

" ,, n o 1. \l : u -.luc:lller 1 1 1 !..wghs.
It
might pass on Saturday morning TV,
you know, as a bubblegum children's
yarn w i t h a mc��a�c ahout treating
your t ellow human being nicer, but it
is tho1 0ughly, pain fully inadequate as
a feature film. Ugh, what a head
ache.
Surely the novel ·rrom which the
movie wa<; sugge,ted . Richard Mathe·
son ' The Shrinking M an . has ream�
mNe c u mpuun. Not that Shrinking
Woman I) alone in its imbc�ility; the
lilm industry puts out lots of this kind
of nonsense, these sappy "comedies"
that promise a laugh and can't even

come up with a good time. They
make one wonder where Humanity
went wrong. Or what happened to a
simple sense of humor.
The talents of Lily Tomlin,
Charles Grodin and Ned Beatty, par
ticularly their comic talents, are
shamelessly stomped on by Joel
Schumacher (his directorial debut),
who thinks he's playing some neat
tricks with soft lighting and impatient
editing, and by Jane Wagner, the
producer-script_er whose idea of fun is
the Tomlin clan stuck together in the
laundry room by crazy glue (one of
the film's key laugh-grabbers).
Chuckle, chuckle.
Tomlin and Grodin have a nice
family and a dull life in suburbia until
the various household products
greedily marketed by Grodin's adver-

�0 Derek, plus theme ,
make h e r lat e st stron g
By Greg Smith
Sta rr w rittr

After seeing bo Derek in 10, I
felt that this was reason enough to see
A Change of Seasons. Well, I got
everything I wanted and more, and
that was Bo Derek, plus an enter
taining movie that was far more
touching and perceptive than 10 ever
hoped to be.
The
movie
stars
Anthony
Hopkins, Shirley Maclaine, Bo and
Michael Brandon.
Hopkins is a college professor
who is married to MacLaine. We
learn that he is sleeping with Derek at
the beginning of the movie as we wat
ch them frolick in a hot tub, much to
the delight of the male audience. It's
ironic that Hopkins is a teacher when
he is the one who needs to do the
learning. He thinks that men have
the right to fool around but the
women don't
and, of course,
shouldn 't. He is naive about women
and is living in the past, but Hopkins
is a fine actor who plays his part quite
well.
Derek finally shows that she does

have some talent under that beautiful
skin. She plays a young student of
Hopkins who loves her older man,
but she isn't happy with being a
mistress.
She wants Hopkins to
divorce Maclaine, but he never has
any real intentions of doing this.
Maclaine decides that two can
play the game and she finds a young
lover of her own, played by Michael
Brandon.
A relative unknown, Brandon
gives the performance of the movie.
He is a sweet, bright, sensitive guy
with a burning rage deep in his soul
which he disolavs during a fight His
parents were killed in a car accident at
an early age so he has lived his life
under this philosophy, stating, "We
come alone and we leave alone.
Everything else is a gift."
The end of the movie is a realistic
one yet it's somewhat sad being a
statement about life that we should
all take a look at.
' 'A Change of Seasons is well
worth the price of admission. Always
entertaining and amusing at just the
right times as well as having a deeper
and touching underlying theme.

The Telepho ne.

Miss Frankforter received
from
degree
Mast er's
U nivers ity where she studied
soprano,
worl d-fa mou s
Farre ll . She has performed
roles in Carmen, The Night

�

Christmas, Falstaff, Cosi Fan
The Ballard of Baby Doe,
Mar riage of Figaro, and

She is currently
Schicchi.
with the French baritone
of
former ly
Singhe r,
Metrop olitan Opera and past
member at the J uilliard Schoo
Music .

Pac ific dra ma dep a rtm ent
to pres ent ' rauc ous, baw dy'
play, 'The M a ndrak e' in M ar

•

' T h e I n c re d i b l e Shri nki ng Woman ' a bore
By William Witt Bloomstein

� �

�

lovers

Peddler's Pantry too.
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che stra and the Pa cific ;:)Vrnnt'"·-'
H e has appeared throughout
western states as a brass cli nician
tru mpet soloist. His trumpet
inclu de How ard Dem i ng and
Lewis.
"The Telephone to be
by U O P Conservatory Facul ty
bers. " Lyne lle Frank forter , a ta•.lll...
mem ber at the' U niversity
Pac ific Co nservatory of
reci tal on
a
pres ent
.
Febr uary 24 at 8 : 1 5 p.m . tn the
ium
.
serv ato ry aud itor
Her program will incl ude
by Brahm s and Debussy with
Johnson at the piano. Miss
forter will also be assisted
Profess or George Buck bee in a
produ ction of Oian-Carlo

��
�·::�:
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your palate. This good food, coupled
with the two-for-one coupon in the
ASUOP coupon book really makes
the Peddler's Pantry fun.
We found no problems with the
service-but a note of caution is advised. Our waitress made three errore;
on our check-overcharging us 75�.
With the limited menu that the pantry
provides this should not happen-so
double check the bill.
A great little place to eat has
opened up in the specialty center by
the new Hilton Hotel. It's called the
Wine Wizards (2222 Grand Canal
Blvd.) and it is really a neat little shop
featuring a wide selection of wines,
cheeses, coffees and other gourmet
items. The restaurant is creatively set
within the retail store atmosphere,
using display counters and ceiling·
high racks of fine domestic and imported wines, which surround the few
nicely set tables that fill the center of
the room. The atmosphere is quite
comfortable and very pleasant. AIthough we felt some cushions on the
wood chairs would probably have
helped us relax more, we found the
employees to be very congenial and
helpful with suggestions towards our
selection of cheeses among the 30 or
s i O varieties which they feature.
One of the nicest items on the
1menu was the cheeseboard. This features your own choices of cheeses
: and/or meats, which are served with
sweet grapes, sliced apples, crackers,
bread and butter. You may choose
Grand Canal Blvd . ) serves up meats,
from several categories of cheeses
.uch as semi-soft, soft ripened or the

Wine Wizards (2222
cheeses and w i nes
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Festival Sum mer Seri
English Brick cheddar cheese. Sliced
pet at Indi� a U � vers tty,
trum
ht
taug
salami or one of the delicious
an
Lou isian a Stat e Uruv erstt y
varieties of pate accompany the
is
y.
ersit
Univ
is
Southern Illino
cheeses quite well to add an extra fine
trum pet inclu ded work Wtth
on
y
stud
touch to this gastronomic experience.
Willi am Ada m, Fran k Simo n and
Wine Wizards features several
Wald emar Linde r.
choices of quiche including their
Dr. Goedecke is Associate Dean
weekly special quiche.
They also
of the Conservatory of Music and
serve French onion soup and a soup
formerly was Director of Band and
du jour.
trumpet instructor at UOP . He has
The selection of sandwiches is
,
playe d princi pal trumpet wtth several
small but quite interesting.
Their
comm unity symphonies in the north
specialty appears to be a wrapped
west and has appeared as a soloist
sandwich using a rolled cracker-type
with the Stockton Symph ony Orbread filled with cream cheese, alfalfa
sprouts and your choice of ham or
smoked turkey. It was a delicious
sandwich but not quite as filling as we
would have liked it to be. The sandwich
which we found to be
especially tasty was the ham and
jarlsberg swiss cheese on dark bread.
This delicious combination was set
off perfectly with alfalfa sprouts and
dijon mustard.
These sandwiches
come with sliced tomatoes, orange
sections and a delightful cucumber
salad with dill dressing.
We chose two foreign beers from
among their ample selection of fine
U.S,; and imported brew.
While
relying on the one hand with old
favorite Heineken, we ventured into a
Swiss beer called Lowenbrau Zurich.
It was served cold and had a heavier
taste than the light color portrayed .
We liked it and recommend you top
off your visit to the Wine Wizards
with a cold beer or a glass of one of
their weekly wine specials.

& cheese.

Quiche
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ttsmg firm-floor wax, cleaners,
makeup,
etc. -combine
into
a
strange chemical reaction and begin
to shrink Tomlin. And it turns out,
gosh , that Grodin's boss, Beatty, is
involved in some conspiracy to utilize
Tomlin's blood for a serum to shrink
the whole world.
.
TomI m plays the unfortunate
curiosity as well as a neighbor, the
resolute Judith Beasley, who assumes
the role of spokesperson against
American consumerism. Cunsidering

this is her fifth picture, it's about time
that Tomlin got some healthy
managerial advice. The same can be
said, even more shockingly, for
Grodin and Beatty.
Like I said, Shrinking Woman
would make a cute kiddie show. I ' m
optimistic it will do horrendously at
the box office and, therefore, make
more money on TV anyway (to where
it will retire, no doubt, soon enough).
Santa Barbara News & Review

Italian Renaissance comedy
Persels predicts that the play
be very popular with U O P

�

The leading characters
portrayed by David
Callimaco, and Bob Bejan as
Other main characters will be
by Mark Vallareno as
Nicia, Steven Reaves
Timothy ,
and
Suzy
Madarpe Lucrezia.
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This will be the first
t
n
by
ac�;or� f�'�
.: Persels. Stuart Voytilla will be
i
d 8 ,
1
Profe ssor Darre ii Perse ls
r
g
t e
ign,
Kris Kluczn ic will be doing
By Sharon Khazoyan
cost ume desig n .
Staff Writer
Ticket sales begin
Februar y 26 at the Drama
The comical play Tbe Mandrake
tmen t Box O ffice in Long .....�I'IBLI'"'
will be presented by the UOP Dram a
Tick ets will be $4.00 for
. Department March 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4, and
Adm issio n, and $2.00 for
19• 20• 2 1 .
Facult y, Staff and Senior riri11Jf•:: smm.
Professor Darrell Persels who
The box o ffice will be open for
'
will direct the productio n, des cri'bed
vatton
·
s and ticket sales from
't
" very rauc ous, baw y
p . m . to 5 :00 p . m . Monday
om dy
Th fa ous play -:vas wn� Frid ay.
·To mak e
ten b N tcco
'
0
achi avelh and IS
pho ne the num ber to call is
cons! ered a good example of
'
the
2289 .
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O s c ar n omine e s n a m e d D General Nutrition Ce
By Kevin Bartram.
Entertainment Editor

The nominations for the 53rd
annual Academy Awards were an
nounced this week with Raging Bull
and Tbe Elephant Man picking up
eight nominations a piece.
Both of the aforementioned pictures were nominated for Best Picture
of 1 980, along with Coal Miner's
Daughter, Tess and the apparent
favorite Ordinary People.
Robert DeNiro, a four-time
Oscar Nominee for his role as a boxer
Jake LaMotta in Raging Bull. John
Lemmon was nominated for Tribute;
Peter O'Toole for Tbe Stunt Man;
Robert Duvall for Tbe Great Santini
and a long sho.t newcomer, John Hurt
was nominated for his role as The

·

Elephant Man.

For best actress, Mary Tyler
Moore, playing her first feature

Portland dance company hits U O P

The Northwest Repertory Dance
Company performed in the Long
Theatre Tuesday night in a show procured by ASUOP Social.
The company, composed of
seven dancers and three technicians
danced six pieces for a crowd of ap:
· proximately 85 .

One of these, the Triple Cancerto by Eric Funk, was described by the
company's artistic director, v. Kieth
Martin , as a "high rhythm" dance.
This particular dance served in the
company's Bay Area premiere.
In addition to its performance
the company held two master dane
classes in Anderson Dance Studio.
. ,
The evemng s program consiste T
d
he first class was for UOP' s novice
of five modern d�ces and one
piece ' beginners, the second for dance stuby Johann Sebastian Bach.
dents. Martin t:tught both,
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as
e t v e ry p o l it ic a l ;
ea rt, Do o s , E LP re le a se hits LPs
------

B y Mike Bross

'laff Wrller
iJle Am erican music scene is dif

r·om

the British one.

The top
albu ms of Americ an bands
stress a smooth sound over
lyrics. In England, it is
itc. Thc b� n�s of the
ihe oppo�
_
u
s
1
u·e m c to ed1tonahze about
as t h ey see it and to convey
Call it new
1\ 0 messages.
rock,
call it crap,
k
n
u
p
it
·all
\1 hate 1·er you like, but you
With the
call it m ea n in g le -; � .
of Sandinista ! , the Clash
they ha\e not varied from
la.
mu
'or
.\long with being th.e most
bard i n the industry today,
can now be considered t he
with its release ot San
a rnonu mental three-al bum,
1g effo r t . This comes only a
•er the ba nd released London
£, " hich contains the FM single
Vain (Stand by Me) . "
Probabl y a better nan1c for t he
, new release could be " t he pre
of the world according to
." lhe Ciash cry out to be
for what t hey sec in the world is

�0

w!ta� to sin g. Th e mo
re I kn ow . The
less my tun e ca n s
wing . "
.
.f he1r
con fusi on abou t the
world
aro und the m has led
to the recent
.
_
cha nge m the tr mu sic,
and will un
do ubt edl y lea d the m
int o different
� nd more cha llen gin g mu sic frontie
rs
m the future (if the
ban d remains in
tact, and there has bee
n a lot of talk
recently about the m bre
aking up) .
The re will probablv be
no AM
nor FM sing les from Sandinl
stat . The
nlbum will sell well for a mon
th or so,
the n dro p off the mus
ic indu stry
cha rts
And with the conservativ
l!
trends of our cou ntry (the
Uni vers ity
of t he P aci� c in part icul ar),
most of
_
t he mus 1c hste ning pub lic will
neve r
he� r a so �g off of San
din ista ! Bu t
.
thts 1s as Impo rtant an albu m to
hit
the recor d store racks in the last
deca de or so. Unli ke most of popu
lar
band s of today who have absolutel
y
have noth ing impo rtant to say (Jou
r
ney, Styx , REO Speedwago n and
t hose loveable labot omy rockers
AC/D C), The Clash give the publi c
some thing to think abou t. Most im
porta ntly, The Clash force their
listeners to question their values and
come up with answe rs that deal with
each individ ual's moral make- up.
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. ...w•�•u•m l(l t hem .

forcmo"t

:he United States in par
n.,, '\•e ha t ed t h<.> u . s . since
·...a
or their fi rs t album which
'

" n 1�. memorable single " I ' m
r�'tl Wjt h t h e U.S. A . " On San
-�..
�� -���
sw ...
cut -deeper into

t�ii
ut

h.a:t
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t lhey sec as t oday 's
political scene. Songs such
Amencan Bullets , "• " I van Meets
'ne." and "The C<1 ! l Up" show
mg bt .:o nt em pt with the way
L . �. 1rcab �mall..:1 lOuntncs of
�I)( d, es peci a lly the working
wha

Heart-Greatest Hits/Live

enemies (or vic

f vou IJI:e) are the world political

ot the�e cou n t ries.

C1a h i lhc working man's
With Sandin istn ! they call for
�orkmg masses to rise up and
11!111'11l:,:cnt rol of t heir own fat e . This is
I '"
people--get power,
li,� I t � hnpperwd in Nicaragua
andm ista arc the rebels who
over t h e
Government
in
•·'l.<lmo..�). its happening in El
and in the future it could
'De� in England or the United
tf co nd it ions worsen further.
de a band which preaches the
!:list doctn nc which is not surif you
their
examine
..MIAI "'1irounrl• • W hile gro ng. up in
wi
of London , t h e y we1 c faced
_.. , ,�<�n· ...: •• the cruel reality of living in
where unemployment is
times h ighe r than that o f.
_....,,., uv·-�·•" fi nned States, and a youth trying
a j o b was up against a vir
Im possible tas k . This hasn't
.
Since t hci1 growing-up days
If an� thing
, unemployment has
"'or �e i n thc.:i1 llomelantl.
relea�e of t heir last
Lond o n Calling, critics asked
Will succe s ruin The
'Call ing' was their most ac
albunl to the general public,
accou ntt.'d for it� high sales .
even coi led it commcrc tal i n
to the b·m ct's previous

the

•

ur_three

I commend this group highly for
combining these two very commercial
types of releases as they surely lose
money by not making the "greatest
hits" and "live" sections separate
ntures. Besides, Heart's " greatest
hits" section is very strong and versitilc as it contains bot�. hard rockers
and soft, mellow tunes (so its right on
for "all the boys and girls").
I ncluded on the greatest hits
record are numbers from each of
Heart's five studio albums. The live
album contains a couple of live ver
sions of previously recorded Heart
tunes (including "Mistral Wind" and
" Bebe Le Strange") as well as a few
boogie rock songs. These 50's-style
numbers generally employs as encore
material . The Canadian-based group
ends the album with" Rock and Roll"
(rledicated Lo John Bonham, Led
Zeppelin's late drummer , wh,ich as
a nice sound but Ann W!lson s vo1ce
just doesn't make it as a Robert Plant
imperso nation.
.
fhe highlight of the LP IS
probably "Tell It Like It Is," the
recentl v release d single which Ann
Wilso n entirely dominates with her
This one mak.es
sizzling vocals.
worthwhile
totally
album
buying the
·

h
o h
•

these d ays
1 don't know wha t
lhe
more I see. The more I ' m

I n t hese
days. 1 don' t k n o w

Bananas

band

1971.

The set captures the late Jim
Morrison 's style and personality to a
"T." The album hits right off with
the classics, " Hello, I Lov� You" and
"Light My Fire . " The LP also in
cludes Morriso n's caricatures on acid
trips ( "People are Strange"), "fun"
on the road and the recklessness
which eventually destroyed his young
life ("Roadhouse Blues") and the
epitome of the SoCal Spirit, ("LA
Wom an") .
The kick out tunes "Touch Me"
and "Break on Through" are also
featured on this Hits collection as
well as "Riders on the Storm," one
of the best mood-ballads of all-time.
Tbe Doors' Greatest Hits is an
excellent addition to any rock enthu
siast's record collection, especially
for someone lacking much from the
Doors' catalogue.

.

onanza
Bananas is Stockton's all new, full service, excitingly dif
ferent car stereo specialty shop. Being alumni of U.O.P.
we'd like to introduce ourselves by commemorating Band
Frolic with a bonanza of savings. Slip into Bananas for the
best in music to go, and discover an unbeatable selection
of quality car stereo, portable radios and cassette players,
tapes and alarms at the GUARAN1EED LOWEST PRICE
IN TOWN!

This collection does not nearly
hold the continuity or consistency
which the Doors' latest release
boasts, but it does have its high
points.
I ncluded on The Best of
ELP, are such excellent instrumentals
as " Hoedown" and "Peter Gunn" as
well as the classics from the early days
of the trio like "Lucky Man," "Karn
Evil
#9"
and
the
fantastic
"Still . . . You Turn Me On. "
However, this particular greatest
hits collection does leave something
to be desired as a few of the cuts are
not very high quality ELP numbers.
The problem wi h an ELP greatest
hits set is that the group only
produced three truly solid al&ums

82 6
995

A. ALPINE comes standard in
$ 125,000 Lamborghinis, but you
can get one for your car today at
Bananas. Model 7121 features
Dolby noise reduction, auto
reverse, loudness control, metal
tape capability and key-off eject
for the remarkable price of
$269.95!

A. ALPINE MODEL 7121
WITH DOLBY AUTO REVERSE

Bring In your student body card and get
an additional $20 om

MUSIC TO GO

(Emerson , Lake and Palmer, Trilogy
and Brain Salad Surgery) and the

bulk of their best songs are found on
these. The remw nder of their albums
never really reached the pinnacle of.
artistry that the aforementioned LP�
did. Hence, most of the selections
from their later albums are not all
that strong by their own merits and
serve on the "Best of" LP as fillers
between the group's classics.
Sel
ections like "Fanfare for the Com
mon Man" and "Tiger in a
Spotlight" could be done without on
this LP, but the trio's later work
needs to be represented somewhere.
Consequently, we are left with
an album that has its high points but
bogs
down
elsewhere
and
is,
therefore, not entirely necessary to
purchase. If you already own either
of the group's three quality LPs, this
"Best of" collection is definitely not
a must.

B. SANYO's big STEREO
AM/FM cassette recorder with
LED level indicator, sleep timer
and automatic level control is
SUPER-DISCOUNTED to our
lowest price ever! $98.88 (M9902)
C. The Hip Pocket stereo cassette
player and headphones deliver
great sound while skiing, jogging
or bicycling and are now $60 oft!
ONLY $ 129
D. The Bone Fone - stereo
sound you wear around surrounds you with powerful life
like music. JUST $64.95

sgsss
B. SANYO AM/ FM M9902
CASSETTE RECORDER

8 12
Sfi495

TAKE NOTE OF THIS!

E. Bananas makes note-taking
easy with Sanyo's slim-line 2
cassette recorder with automatic
level control, AC adaptor and
auto-stop. ONLY $29

$29

E. SANYO SUM-UNE 2
CASSETIE RECORDER

SANYO QUALI1Y
- BANANAS PRICE!

F. You know Sanyo's reputation
for quality. . . check this price! The
lowest in town for an in-dash car
stereo with locking fast forward
and rewind, and auto-eject! $21
OFF . . . ONLY $79

87

9

F. SANYO CAR STEREO
$21 OFF ONLY

U . O .P.

, rune-up

STUDENT DISCOUNT COUPON

� Transmission Service

Present this coupon with a valid student body card and
If2 off installation of any Bananas system!

,., Radiator Service

get

�Air Conditioning Service
,., Repack and Grease Seals
These services for most foreign cars
�............................,....,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
n
Present this Coupon
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C. HIP POCKET CASSETIE
WITH HEADPHONES- $60 OFF!

D. BONE FONE
STEREO

·

,., Changing Systems

snow

�

Exhibiting the true Southern
California feeling which the now
defunct 1...6-:ndary rock group, The
Doors, so well represented, Tbe
Doors' Greatest Hits is probably one
of the best rock collections to be
released commercially since the
Rolling Stones' Hot Rocks: 1964-

,., Tires-Batteries

tJ I m agi ne a band

Q:�-��

The Doors Greatest Hits

,., Wheel Alignment Service

u com plete 360
from L ond nn C-alling. I t s

�

Eotertalameat Editor

, shockvMcPhenon S�uB

Bu1 Sandini
sta! is

�ng
nee

By Kevin Bartram

, Lube/Oil-Filter Change

•

musically
as d rastically as the Clash
o ne of the hardest and
of PU n k rock h and (only the
w ere on their level). The
'
on Sandin istu ! that they
I
P ay any l ype of toctay 's popul ar
Sa nd ini ta! is a mix betw een
and n ew
wave hard rock and
llrit is h ska m
sic and L ati no
songs, calipso and gospel
a lit tle country nnd west ern
:n . I n f
No
or good mea ure.
� 1n rece
n t history has com bin ed
a .
'
es .
��y!dc
lYnc variety of music typ
� h eet
20 guest
lists
W i ch can help acc ount
steel d ru
ms, bagpipes , banjos , .
a nd o t e
r assorted in t ru m enn n the album .
• ·as,� ' Why does a band make s uch
·IC cha
nge in its style? The so n g
· Adv ice. " a hal f r eggae,
n um t er gives a little ins ig ht
PUtzling question . The C las h

as Ann's voice proves to be as sharp
as any female singer

:�:un�l�an

''WE SERVICE
FOREIGN CARS ''

!Sears I

l���da�����11°l o1\mg -thc

tu�n

�

�

Ill�
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The Best of Emerson , Lake and
Palmer

·

en t
awd y'
in Marc�
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Pacifican

U . O .P.

STUDENT DISCOUNT COUPON

Present this coupon with a valid student body card and buy
GET ONE TAPE FREEl
two tapes

-

�

THE STORE WITH APPEAL
College Square Shopping Center
March & Pershing (next to Delta College)

9 5 2-4646

.....__-Bananas

·��--�-----�--
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SPOR TS
Basketba ll looks to fin ish
w ith 4 ad di tio na l w ins
·

Following a two game loss on the
road last week, the Tigers took to
traveling again this week to face Long
Beach State Feb: 19, and UC Irvine
Feb . 2 1 at 7 : 30 p.m.
After this two game trip Pacific

will come home to the Stockton Civic
for their final two games of the
regular season . February 26 they play
Utah State at 8:05 p.m., and Feb. 28
they take on San Jose State.
Following the regular season the

Karen 's Com me nts
By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor ·

Tiqer basket ba ll--it' s sta r a n d futu re
The star

For a long time UOP students thought of R.C. as a soft
drink. A little more than three years ago, however, there
has
came to be a new associatio n. The new " RC, that
come to know, to admire, and to talk about is senior forward
Ron Cornelius, a native of Santa Ana, California.
Cornelius has been the subject of several lengthy feature

UOP

The San Fran
Sporting
Chronicle,
Francisco
cisco Exam;ner. The San
In
Sports
UOP
to
News, and the Stockton Record (thanks
articles in the large sporting media, including

formation Director Ken Grosse and Ron's own stats).
Cornelius, who is far from being egotistical despite all
the hoopla, feels that the publicity is "well-deserved,
Looking at his
because of "a lot of hard work. "
.
agree
to
have
would
achievements, one
With the publicity and success, everyone's learning
about Ron Cornelius including agents and pro scouts.
According to Cornelius, this is an "exciting stage of my

life, and "a dream. ,
. Ron has had agents contact him wanting to be his
representative in getting a pro contract. Pro teams have
talked to Ron but it's not known yet in what round he'll be
1rafted or by whom. All is yet to be hoped for.
"Going pro" has been a goal of Cornelius's, while
"playing for pay" or, rather, making a living while doing
something he enjoys, has been a dreatn of his. He is thank
ful to be able to use his "God-given" talents.
Ron has found his "stardom, to be a confidence
builder and encouraging for both him and UOP, giving
both a "name. "
Cornelius is happy that attention i s being attracted to
UOP so that everyone can appreciate his hard work, the
team's hard work and UOP as a "well-rounded" institution.
While Cornelius's success and popularity may be a
dream, his team's record is more of a reality.
I asked Ron what was happening with the team right .
now, why the losing 3-7 league record.
His answer was honest--' ' With the talent we have, we
shouldn't be here. We should have won. The team needs to
jell. If we don't, we could blow a good team.''
The future

The Tigers have two road trips scheduled for this week,
and then come home for their final two games. Following
that, they will participate in the PCAA Tournament in which
all teams in the league will play, despite their respective
records.
Like most people, Cornelius feels that "we are very for
tunate to have the Tournament as a last resort.'' (The win
ner of the TOurnament qualifies to move on in NCAA
playoffs.)
UOP has had a bumpy season. The Tigers were off to a
fast start. They were expected to finish high in the PCAA
standings.
"The pre-season was a false start, " says Cornelius, "it
took us by surprise. We had our first two league games on
the road then we came home to lose to UC Irvine. That was

really difficult on us.''
The team is very fortunate in that there is the PCAA
Tournament to look to, rather than calling it a season right
now, but all hopes shouldn't be shelved 'til then.
There are still these last few league games before the
tourney . Rather than waiting until the tournament to ' 'jell''
why not right now? The momentum of a short winning
streak would be a great asset.
The fact that the tetm hasn't given up yet and "bagged
it, is commendable. They could have thrown in the towels
but they haven't. Let's see that spirit continue through the
tourney.
Good Luck Tigent
Tiger baseball. After having a fast start the Tigers have

been slowed by a few defensive mistakes, offensive bad luck
(hitting it directly to the defense), and extremes in pitching,
not to mention a few good teams that have gotten in their
way.
Among the ups and downs of the past week, catcher
Brian Raust is to be commended for a fine defensive perfor
mance that really bit into Stanford (not to mention himself).

(Raust had six stitches in his lower lip a result of the
Stanford game Tuesday.)
as

Tigers will participate in the PCAA
Tournament Mar. 5-7 in Anaheim.
"We are probably going to play
one of the final four teams we play
this season in the opening game of the
{PCAA) tourney," says Fichtner. " tt
will be interesting to see how we play
against these teams. "
Last Saturday night the Tigers
lost to Cal State Fullerton 75-76
despite a strong rally that brought
Pacific from behind to take the lead
with less than four minutes to go but
they couldn't hold on to win.
Piior to the CSF game, UOP
went to Santa Barbara where they lost
Both of these teams were
57-63 .
easily handled here in Stockton the
previous week with Pacific coming
out on top 7 1 -66, and 94-65 respec
tively.
"UCSB played much better in
Santa Barbara," says Fich�ner. " They
shot exceptionally well. "
Fichtner saw the Fullerton game
as having two distinct halfs.
· · The two halves could not have
been more opposite," said Fichtner.
"Everything went their way the first
half, . . . the second half everything
turned to our advantage. The two
halves were very similar but for dif
ferent teams;· he continued.
The Tigers will try to pick up
momentum in these next four games
to carry over to the PCAA tourney.
" The guys will have to search
their own makeup as a player and
athlete and come up with something
Ito turn the tide," adds Fichtner.
Tomorrow night's game against
UC Irvine will be broadcast live on
KJOY 1 28 AM radio at 7:30 p.m.

sy Tln•

rit"
su" �

Pacific catcher Brian Ranst tries to start a rally
across home, losing 8-0 to Stanford .

Baseball stri kes out in first leagu e series
Tig ers up again st St. Mary 's Sat. , Sun .
Tiger baseball will open their
third league series tomorrow at Billy
Hebert Field with a doubleheader
against St. Mary's beginning at noon.
Pacific will then travel to St. Mary's
Sunday for the third game at 1 :30
p.m.
Going in to tomorrow's game the
Tigers are 1 -5 in league and 5-6
overall .
Yesterday Pacific played Cal
Poly Pomona in a non-league game
here in Stockton.
Tuesday the Tigers were shut out
for the first time this year. The Stan
ford Cardinals of the Pac- 10 held
Pacific scoreless in an 8-0 non-league
loss. Stanford's Ron Lomnicky gave
up only six hits while UOP pitchers
gave up nine.
Five Tiger errors gave Stanford
four unearned runs. The Cardinals
broke the game open when they

scored two runs in the seventh inning
and three more in the eighth .
J,.eading hitters for Pacific were
sho rt stop Steve Voight with 2 for 3
(both singles), second baseman Rob
Brzezinski, first baseman Pat Tobin,
designated bitter Mike Dutra, and
centerfielder Mike
Jackson also
singled. Jay Wagner, with a double,
had UOP's only extra-base hit.
Ron DuHamel was the lasing pitcher
for the tigers.
Prior to the Stanford game,
Pacific played the second league
series in Fresno against Fresno State,
losing three, 6-5, 5- 1 , and 10-4.
In the first game Saturday
Pacific scored first but couldn't ho\d
the lead as the 8th and 9th inning saw
bases loaded for Fresno who took ad
vantage and scored the runners.
The losing pitcher was Greg
Unger.
.In Sunday's first game which the

Voight, hitting .500 <I
) only
with UOP's (and
this season was last week's
the week .
" I think that we lost a
fidence in the Fresno
Head Coach Tom Stubb .
hitting the ball hard, but
people, and we've been
in the clutch . "
" I ' m looking forward
the other teams in the
the other teams in
last seven games we've
of the top teams in Northern
nia, " he add s .
After tomorrow's
the Tigers next home
March 1 at 1 p . m . when
league foe USF. They go on
next week to play UC Da\iS
at 2:30 p . m . and Feb. 28
will have a doubleheader at
USF.

Tigers lost 5- l , Rob Schilling, after a
complete game performance, was the
Four of the five
losing pitcher .
of
results
were
runs
Fresno
·homeruns; two solo homeruns and a
two-run homerun.
Voight was the leading hitter for
Pacific with 2 hits as the Tigers were
held to only 4 hits.
In that day's second game,
Fresno scored eight runs on two hits
in the first inning, due to walks and a
Pacific error. Bret Watson was the
losing pitcher.
Voight again hit 2 for 3 and was
the leading hitter.
UOP's two runs were scored on
RBl's by Jeff Townsend (grounded
out) and a single by Bob Wayland .
For the fi �st two weeks of play,
Jackson who hit .375 and Unger ( 1 - 1
record) who pitched
"extremely
well, " were chosen as players of the
week.

iff!

·

Men '� tennis get depth; new coach
Women stringers swing. for win
By Tina Tseng
Staff \Vrlter

The UOP's men's tennis team
currently holds a 1 - 1 record after
being defeated by the University of
Nevada/Reno on Sunday.
The
match, held at home, was closer than
the final l -8 score indicated.
John Mulleady, a freshman,
posted the team's only victory, al
though many of the other matches
were close and could have gone either
way.
The team's ladder indicates at
this point that five of the top six
positions are held by new players,
fopr of whom are freshmen.
Ac
cording to team captain Michael
Howorth, a returning sophomore,
this is one of the advantages of
UOP's team. Howorth said, "We are
such a young team that we will just
keep getting better and better. • '
This feeling was reiterated by an
opposition coach who recently stated
that he had never seen a better Pacific
team. He went on to say that the
team as a whole appears more unified
and cohesive.
Another major reason that the
program continues to improve is due
to a new coach. Tom Jones, who
took over the job this year, is regar
ded as a highly "dedicated and organ
ized coach. "
Jones comes highly recom
mended having previously coached
ranked players in addition to being a
successful high school coach. He is
interested in building the young team.

into an eventual PCAA threat.
Presently, though, the team 's
main concern is to finish the season at
least 1 5- 10. This can be facilitated by
good school support. Howorth en
couryes support because "it gives
the Home team an edge over op
ponents."
The team's next home match is
March
3
against
C.S.U.
on
Sacramento.

their doubles match in easy fash
ion 6_
0, 6-0.
Head oach Gordon Graham
says
.
that he ts Imp
ressed with all of the
wo me n nd he express
�
ed his con 
fidence m the team doi
ng wel l in
league play·
rabam feels tha t if the
.
team stays 10JU
ry free, the y hav e
a
good chance of finish
ing second in
league. He also has
a set a team goal
for the women to win
two-thirds o f
.
the1r matches.
raham feels that the
team to
be at 10 the No rC
al lea gu e is UC
er keley �ho is curr
ently ranked 1 1 th
10 the na tto n.
The team will play
UCB an d the
other four teams U
SF , Fres no Sta
te
San J ose State,
and Santa Clara
.
o nce
dun ng the season
and at the en
d of
the season , M ay
1 , 2 and 3 ere .
•n a
tou rname nt at U
OP
Th'IS IS a new

�

<?

By John Masters

�

Staff Writer

Freshmen Annette Ward and
Eve Zimmerman each overcame
tough opponents in three sets as the
women's tennis team cruised to a 9-0
win over Chabot College Wednesday.
Ward got off to a slow start
dropping the first set 2-6 but she
quickly regained her winning form
and won the next two sets handily 61 , 6-3 . Zimmerman had the toughest
match of the day. After winning the
first set 6-3 and dropping the second
4-6, she then fell behind 3-5 in the
third. Then Zimmerman began to
play exceptinal tenn is as she won the
next four: The Set 7-5 , and match
went to Zunmerman.
In other matches, freshman Jan
Weisenheimer, playing in the place of
injured Tina Tseng, who was out with
a muscle pull in her right shoulder '
won in two sets 7-6, 6-4.
In doubles, Ward and Lin
da
Woo teamed up and crushed thei
r
Chabot opponents 6- 1 , 6-2. Karen
Hedlund anct Jan Weisenheimer won

�

•

•

•
•

�

format the league instit uted
The team with the best
at the end of the to urney
crow n .
Graha m also poi nted
becau se the team has
players , it also has high
positi on. The team will
Stanf o rd in Palo Alto Mar.
6 San Diego State in Sa n
9.

This coming week tht
.
Ttgers will face tough
Dav is on Tuesday at UTn400l "'ilnl
.
2 : 3 0 p . m . The Tigers ha\'e
four of the last five to t he
Grah am is looking for goo<l
U O P i f they're to win th is P1 ·
The first leag ue Ill ·
Paci fic is against Ber
here in Stockton at the
and Ten nis Clu b.

The ANDERSON
V C ENT ER
Would like to
lntr Od • ....._
"'-o YOU to
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Use the
Beet Re.tourant.
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_
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25OS

W EST

nnx
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y
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lad y Ti ge rs bl ow o ut U S F
By John Masters
starr Writer

Senior Karen Peets, UOP's
ng women's basketball
.nwne leadi
school record 33 points
a
it
h
�
team to a convincing
e
th
. (ea ing
The win evened
USF.
ver
o
win
ue record at S-5 .
leag
's
men
.-o
���e
peets hit an amazing 14 of 14
the floor and 5-7 from the free
(lOIII line on the way to her record
33 points. Sophomore Sheri
contributed a season team high
assists and ten points and
Joy Dana, who Head
French says has been
" coming off the bench late
ia the season, put in another fine per
(orlllance contributing 1 3 points and
just 22 min u tes .
rour steals in
For her efforts againt Cal and

�

d

Softball

NorCal Basketball
Standings
Cal
San Jose State
UOP
USF
Sant a Clara
Stanford
Fresno State

7- 1
7-2

5-5
5-5
4-5

3-5
1 -9

hono r earlier this season .
Tuesday the women traveled to
Reno and came away with a
.
wallopmg 9().. 3 7 victory. Sophomore
Tracy Glandon led UOP with 14

poi �ts as eleven players got in the
sconng column. Bates, playing for
the first time in her college career in
front of her parents, played her
second consecutive game without a
turnover and added two steals and six
points. Her parents had driven all the
way from Washington to see her play.
This year's team has already set a
school record for most wins so far 1 8
with two games left, but rench is
looking for a 20 win season. The
women's last two games are at Santa
Clara tonight and at San Jose State a
week from tonight.
Wins in both of these games
would clinch at least a tie for third
place and the possibility of a berth in
the Western Region Tournament.
Five spots are still open but the
women must win both games to have
a chance of getting one.

F

finds strength in all three;
defense, and pitching key

By Tina Tseng

se.

Starr Writer

t

USF Peets was named the
NorCal
Player of the Wee k. This was
the
second time thi� season a UOP
player
has been player of the week . Fres
h
man Jane Romberg was awarded
the

Going into her second year as
coach of UOP's women's
sof
'
team, Cindy " Bucky' ' Reynolds
forward to the upcoming
Reason for the optimism
to come from the strengths
in both the offense and defen-

Offensively, the Lady Tigers
show great depth in the batting
department. While they are equipped
with four big power hitters, Laura
Stubbs,
Laura
Saulter,
Nikki
Synodis, and Jennae Lambdin, they
are simultaneously looking to players
Ana Ulloa, Lori Powell, and Theresa
Flores to be consistent hitters·.
The defense, however, appears

Tiger lacrosse p ractice with intensity in p rep aration for
tomorrow's battle with the Stanford C ardinals. Game
time is 1 p . m. on the Intra m u ra l field.

to be the strength of Pacific's team.
Playing center field Jennae Lambdin
who Reynolds considers to have the
" strongest arm in the league."
Another threat to opponents will
come from Nikki Synodis playing
third base and Ana Ulloa playing
catcher. Stolen bases will be held
down to a minimum due to Ulloa's
strong throwing arm.
Freshman
standout

cont'd -------

Young also expects to see a lot of ac
tion this season as a utility player.
According to Reynolds, although the
speed of the players is a definite
weakness, overall Pacific has a good
and tight defense.
Even though respective back and
ankle injuries have kept pitchers
Theresa Flores and Becky Smith out
PH�-seascm practice, UOP's pit

ching game is considered to be
another strong point of the team. The
styles of pitching by both Flores and
Smith tend to complement each other
which poses a distinct threat to op
ponents. Flores, having been known
to throw pitches over 90 miles per
hour, is described by Reynolds as
being 'as good as any pitcher in the
league, ' and looks to her to be the
team's strikeout pitcher.
Smith
complements
Flores's
style of pitching with a style of her
own. She, in contrast, is a pitcher
known for her control and her ability
to pitch to opponent's weaknesses.
Reynolds hopes to incorporate
the strengths of the team into a win
ning season. Major goals of UOP's
team are to finish at least 32-8 out of
a 40 game schedule, have a team bat
ting average of .285, and to finish
either first or second in the league.
The key according to Reynolds will be
to keep the team healthy.
As for opponents, Berkeley
poses the biggest threat to Pacific's
quest for the league title.
The Lady Tigers have a busy
schedule ahead of them, one that in
cludes a game against Utah State,
ranked No. 1 in the nation, and a
tournament against 1 4 other top
ranked schools held in early April.

F eb r u a ry
25
Pac i f i c
has
sched u led a n exh i bi t i o n game
agai nst the men's basebal l team
at Louis Park (Stockton) at 5 : 30
p . m . The i r next home game i s
M a r . 3 against U S F a t 4 p . m .

Lacrosse faces
Stanford
Tomorrow at 1 p.m. the UOP
lacrosse team will meet the Stanford
Cardinals on UOP turf. This match
is a key step on the way to the
prestigious Western States Tour
nament to be played soon.
The
Tiger's are off to a 3- J start this
season and look forward to their best
season ever.
The Tiger's attack, one of the
leagues finest, consists of Will
'Snake' Nicholson, Tom Yob, and
Bruce Dini all of who have at least six
ye{lfs experience.
The defense is anchored by Nor
Cal all-star goalie Chris Harkins.
Mario Aldercon and Jay Heefner
provide a tough defense and first year
players Dan Rickert and Rick Jessery
are vying for the 3rd defensive
position.
The midfield is led by team cap
tain Greg Zatman and the team's race
horse Dave Brewer. Trainer/player
Chris Robinett rounds out the star
ting midfield.
Other outstanding
middies include J .T. Landreth and
Sid Mathias.
Saturday's game is a key match
and a good home crowd might be the
decisive edge.
Student support is
urged.

Scul ptur e Cutt ing
Created by

Sir Gauuan

l aye r moves (left). Forward Debbie O' Su llivan
u
s
lback Diana M cCue a ssists In defend ing the go al a a H m boldt p
the bal l down field ( rig ht).

Wom en 's socc er play i n tou m_�y Sat ., S u n.

Women'

s soccer travels to HumState U niversity tomorrow
1 they will participate in a two
ournament. UOP is schedu led
against
of
University
. Oregon, UC Davis, and
Ch1co State's "A" and " B "
last we
ekend the Lady Tigers
league competition against

UC Santa Cruz and Hum boldt State.
Saturday UC Santa Cruz took an
early lead in the first half 1 -0, but
Pacific came back to tie and then go
ahead 2- 1 before half-time. While
holding back the Santa Cruz offen
sive surge, a Santa Cruz goal was
scored on an error by Pacific to tie

the game 2-2.
Sunda y the Tigers held Hum
bold t State , one of the top ranked

women's soccer teams in Northern
California, to a 1 -0 lead at half. UOP
couldn't get the ball in the net
though, despite a dominating second
half that saw Pacific taking several
shots on goal. Humboldt finally went

ahead 2-0 and with the lead, took the ;
game.
Pacific is now 0- 1 - 1 in league and
3- 1 - l overall . Their next home game
is March 7 at 1 p.m. versus Stanford,
on the Intramural field.

JUNIORS AND SEN IORs·

.

$ 2 7, 0 0 0 SC H O LA R S H I P S

.

E N G I N E E R I N G, P H Y S I CS, M A T H E M AT I C S

Af/Drtla6/e I!DIJKS
o s Of All Kinds
Bargain Priced Bok
·
New boob 30 % -10%'beloUJ retail
nd books
. Used paperbacks & hardbou
·

A N D C H EM I S T it Y M A J O R S
Why vl i t t i l l l f t a � you grtd ut ta to g e t pt i d f o r
T h e N1v y Nucl e t r Power P r o g r• • i s
your s k i l l s .
o f f e r i ng f i n1nci 1 l supp ort p l us • 1 1 a c t i vt d u t y
bene f i t s t o f �ont- � nning st udents i n the aa j or s
l i s t ed A b ov e .
N o u n i f or•s , n o hli rc u t s , no
ft d rl l l s . ft · You cont i nu a to d o you� b a s t 11 1
s t ud e n t f rte f ro• 1ny d i s t rA c t i ons , 1nd get p1 i d
for i t J
I n A d d i t i on . you • r• gu1 re n t a a d 1 co.
•i s s i on 1s In o f f i c • � i n t he nucl e • � N t v y , i n
c l udi ng 1 f u l l ye 1 r o f pos t- g r•du• t • e n g i n e t r i ng
Htve 3 . 0 o r be t t a � i n
�eq u i r • • • n t s ;
t re i n i ng .
t e c hni c l l c ou rs e s , u . s . C i t i z a n , n o Mo rt thin
2 7 ye1rs o l d upon grl d Ui t i o n , Mi l a onl y < i nvo l v a s
duty in co•b•t vess a l s • >

U P T O $1 , 0 0 0 P E R M O N T H

n
RECYCLE your on ce-rad book• to be u.ed •s•i
Tr•de :Zfor 1 or •ell for caah.

1732 • p...:..:-

�

•

•

.,.,"'. "''·
Cllif
..

465-4305

,

O R M O R E F O R 2 Y E A R S!
ENGINEERIN G P R OGRAM S
5 330-C Powe r I nn Road
Sac ra m e n to Ca. 9 5 8 2 0

Jack Monger
( 9 1 6) 383-5 3 8 7 collect

N A V Y O F F I C E R S G ET R E S P O N S I B I L IT Y F A S T

)�t9s�

Sculp ture Cuttin g

Artistically combining precision with
a "contoured look"
shape .
for you
suited
lly
specifica

Sir Gauuan's Superhair Salons
Winner of 7 of 1 0 Awards
for best Hairstyles
in the San Joaquin Valley.
Open 7 days a week

S u per Hair II 2 0 4 5 Pacific Ave. 9 4 8 - 5 5 6 0 ! Miracle Mile ) .
Super Ha1r 1 1 1 1 2 0 9 W . March Lane 9 5 7 - 4 2 4 4 ( Next to Mervyn's) .
Super Hair IV 1 3 3 Village Square 4 7 8-0 4 9 8 ( At 1-5).
S u per H a i r V Quail Lakes Center 9 5 7 - 9 1 9 8 .
's).
Super Hair VI 'Hamme rtown Center 9 5 2 - 6 8 6 8 ! Next to Zody
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Fa ce-to-Fa ce --------.
How Has Inflatio n
Affected You r
Social Life ?

..__ Bob Beja n

&

J eff Stre b low

.
K U OP a w a its T err y
By. Mary Peppers
Staff Writer

If all goes according to plan,
campus radio station KUOP 'will of
ficially welcome a new station
manager March 1 .

Psych . Dept.
moves from
q uonsets

Steve Czekala; Jr.; Biology:

Not at all, because I'm
treasurer of my fraternity and 1
have all the money .
•
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By Peggy Meriwether
Staff Writer

Mark Digholoson ; Soph . ; Drama:

Inflation has affected my
social life. I can't go to porno
films any more; they raised the
Now I go
prices at the Bijou.
bowling on Friday nights or go to
two-dollar matinees and watch
I can't buy bi �th
Disney films.
control methods, it's so expenstve
I'm using the rhythm
now.
method . So that's how it's affec
ted my social life.

Jon
Drake;
Business:

Sr.;

School

of

Yes,
it
most
definitely
has . . . Bob, I don't want to do this.
Yes, because you don' t have as
much money to do the things
you'd like to do . . . You can't go to
the city or anything. All you can
do is go to the movies or get ice
cream and stuff like that.

Susie Freeman; Fr.; Exploratory:

Well, the guys never have any
money to ask me out, so we just
hang around campus. It's really
embarrassing to go to the movies
and use coupons.

Andrea Mein; Fr.; Ed ucation:
U rn , it really hasn't affected

me that much but, well, like, it's
been hard going out and partying
and stuff . . . you know, I guess, you
know . . . ! don't know. You guys
shouldn't ask me this. It's more
expensive to get entertained.

The Psychology Dept. moved
from its old quarters in the WWII
quonsets huts to its new home on the
South Campus over Winter Term in
accordance with the For A Greater
Pacific capital campaign.
Remodeled at a cost of over
$500,000 , the building was originally
a Print-Carpentry shop, obtained by
the university when UOP purchased
from the former Delta · Campus in
1 974.
The facility has been designed to
provide lab space and clinic areas for
research and treatment. It includes
eight faculty offices, two large
teaching laboratories, 20 smaller labs
and clinics, and individualized lear
ning center for students in psychology
courses, and an animal colony.
According to Dr. Roseann Han
non, Chairperson of the Psychology
Dept. , the purpose of the move was
to provide the university's students
with better laboratories and clinics
for use both in and out of class.
The superior building will also
allow for improved programs in
research and training.
In the meantrime, the space
vacated by the Psychology Dept . in
Quonset I has been taken over by the
Art and Communication Arts Depts.
The north end of the quonset still
houses the Chemistry Dept. , but the
south end is now filled by the Art
Dept . , with the middle portion now
holding a division of the Com
munication Arts Dept.
Arts
has
Communication
received three rooms, which it has
allotted to the forensics program and
Dr. Duns's office.
The Art Department, which
received ten rooms, is using the area
to hold an oil painting class.
The space was obtained by the
Art and Communication Arts Depts.
through a request submitted to the
Long Range Planning and Budget
Committee.
Use of the vacated portion of the
old psychology building will be per
mitted for spring semester only, as
the university plans to remove the
quonset over the summer.

GO GREEK!
I nte rfrat e rn ity Co u nc i l
Pre se nts Spr i ng '8 1

F RATE RN ITY R U S H
SIG N-U PS:
Monday thru Thu rsda y, Feb rua ry
Grac e Cov ell Dining Hall

11:15-1:30
4:30-6:30

Whiteker;

C.O.P.

Dean's

I don't have enough money to
pay for a date, so I don't go out.
And besides, my dad wouldn't let
me even if I did!

�

Quad (Callison) Dining Hall

11:15-12:30
4:30-6:30
U niversity Cen ter Patio

1 2:00-4:00

G reen M & M ' s
preferred
Scott
so n :

23-2 6

Monday, March

I n an informal s u rvey con
d ucted by the Paclflcan T h u r
sday, U O P students preferred
g reen M & M candies to other
M & M s by a 2-1 ratio.
Of 15 stu dents pol led ,
10
picked g reen M & M s from a m ixed
offeri n g , w h i l e one each picked
oran ge, yel low , l i ght brown and
dark brown cand ies . One student
refra i ned .

2

U niversity Center Patio

12:00-4:00

$2.0 0 REGISTRA TION FEE

W h y d o n ' t t h e e n g i n e e rs b u i l d t h e i r ow n a d d i t i o n , a ny w a y ?
Most of us have heard it said that you
should try to avoid digging yourself into a hole
as you conduct your daily affairs .
Looks like somebody at Camp Pacific got
that message all mixed up .
Seems like
everywhere you go these days someone's busy
digging away.
It started many months ago with a scam
they call 'the Events Center. ' That seemed fine
and well at the time. We could put up with the
noise and the mud as long as it remained in a
nice, tidy fenced-in area .
We could even
tolerate the destruction of the beautiful frisbee
field across from Price House, a sacri fice for
better things to come .
But the Events Center wasn't a big enough
project for the UOP 'diggers' and now things
are just totally out of control.
.
It used to be that you could walk around
campus and everything was green and growing.
You could even sit on the grass for a quick
smoke before class and when you got up your
white pants were still white.
But now they've turned everything into
mud . To get across that once beauti ful lawn
between the student center and South-West you
hav-e to navigate through massive deposits of
wet , dirty, disgusting mud .
And why? !
Because they're BU I L DI NG (that 's the of
ficial excuse, anyway).
And what are they building?
An engineering building, right in the mid-

• Stan McCaffrey' s " Ro ary In
t
M� mb ers hip Ca rdTh e implications

th1 s car d are quite
ser iou s. With o ut
Stan act ua lly is
a me mb er of "Rota!}'
nat io � al , ' ' his tou
r of dut y as president
.
or ga mz t10 n m ig
ht be in jeopardy .
�
me�n hts ret ur
n to ca mp us on a
.
ba s t s . Th is
ma y, in tur n , cau se ot h er
(S ee : wh y do we
need a president ,

Cam� Pacific R•i•d
By Pete r R a usc h
dle of the road !
Now, at first , that seemed like a really
great idea. I mean, we don't need all those
ridiculous parking spots anyway. But then it
occurred to me. . .
Shouldn't the engineering students build
their own building? Isn't that what they're here
for? To learn how to build? Why not see just
how much they are learning. Instead of sitting
around on their rock, all the engineers cou ld
sign up for a two unit practicum: building 1 0 1 .
We'll give them all the wood and nails that t hey
need and by the end of the semester, 'vo ila •
there'll be a brand new building in the middle
f
the road . What a tribute to that fine school : the
School of Engineering.
Well it turns out that there is a very good

�
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all �hat mud is �imply the result of
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they constder pretty Important .
And chances
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